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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this Maxi Practicurn,was to ...develop a proposed

model for an alternatiVe night high school. This plan calls for a

curriculum aimed at student interest and graduatidOrequirements;

a profile procedure for identifying potential night high school can-

didates;, and, the opeTation of a prototype evening prograM during

the summer of 1975 to test the feasibility, 'practicality. and desir-
,

ability of a program Icif this nature.

Plan development .s documented and the prototype action,

survey, research and
,summation of all finding

lementation is described fully with a

To evaluate the probtem resolution effectleness of a practicurn

of this implementation ma tude would logic ly be more conclusive
CA.%if an on going time frame tig at least two years was available.

\

Within the limited tirnOtapproximately eight

for program consideration and observation to date,

months) available

the' authors con-

cur that the very nature of thispracticurn, a problem solving

educational program deVeloprnet, process, now being considered by

a large California school systegi has been an interesting and



satisfying labor of love.

The authors also contend that an indepth analysis and assess-

ment of this night high school program as it is "launched and tried"

in 1975-76 will challenge the traditional educational "high seas"

and could provide an excellent opportunity for further practicurn

involvement.

0



, INTRODUCTION

Each year the Anaheim Union High School District is faced
A

with a declining enrollment due to the "mysterious disappearances"

of some 800 - 1,000 students.

What to do to alleviate this situation has plagued this high

school district for some time. This WaxiI Practicum is one

approach suggested by the authors which may reduce the nximber of

these "no show" students.

faced:

To implem nt a problem resolution, four major tasks must be

1.0 The 4dministration and Board of Trustees of the

Anaheim Union High School District must be 'con-
.

vinced that an evening high 'school is feasible, pr°ac,-
e. \Ntical and desirable.

2.0 Support for housing, - financing andltaffing must

be obtained.

3.0 A curriculum must be developed.

4:0 A profile procedure for identifying potential night

school students must be researched, developed, tested

and put into operation.

8
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The evaluative summary must, be drawn and the answers

weighed. If the answers are positive, and it is the null hypothesis

Of the authors that they will be, then a basis for a full scale alter-

native night high school program for thee. full school year beginning

in September, 1975 is.proposed, documented and recommended.

9
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1.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Background

A growing concern of school admiinistration, teachers and

parents, as well as the writers, is that education is entrapped

by tension between a rapidly changing society and a slowly changing

-public school system. In the past few years, the incidents of

student dissent, unrest and racial discord has risen sharply.

Sociological, political and financial influences, coupled With count-

less 'court decisions, have radically changed the high schools'

student body profile.

Within the past ten years, the cost of the high schools to the

taxpayers has almost doubled. Iturn, the public expects this more

expensive secondhry, educational system to serve students more

effectkvely. ,,Little reqearch has shown the system to be, in fact,`

more effective.

With increasing demands upon the public school systems to

produce, educators are keenly aware that solutions to many secondary

educational problems are elusive and

also aware tliai schools can ,function

1O

will continue to be so. They are

effectively in a ,changing society
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only to the extent that they adjust to its needs and-Aaxploit in its

services\all emerging advances io instructional methodology and

techniques. Unfortunately, changes in,educational approaches

rarely gain unanimous approval immediately, but it does evoke

discussion, debate, controversy and sometimes eventual action.

Today the majority of secondary students are required to fit.

into educational molds which for increasing numbers are_grecast,,,

outmoded and non-relevant to their needs, interests and time

sequence. As never before, educational relevance is critical and

must be the' guideline f6r the vast majority of today's youth.

This is the point in time in which the authors found themselves

when, as educational practitioners, they undertook to research,

conceptualize and assist with implementation of an alternative night

high school program for the largest union high school district in

California.

, The Anaheim Union High School- District: found itself faced

with the- fact' that between 800 and 000 students go unaccounted

for each year between grades 9 to 12. TheSe ex-students dimply

cannot be traced. t This .then raised the quedtion who are these

students, where are they and what are their high, school graduation

plans, employment prospects and possible future contributions to

society?
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/Nathan Caplan, of the Institute forSocial Research at the

University of Michigan, has found that one major distinction between
. 1

delinquents and non- delinquents is a belief by the delinquents that
i ,

"their chances of finishing high school and of getting a job are poor.

LiCurriculum reform can and must play a part- in redirecting

negative student attitudes.

It is strongly suspected that many of these yOung non-students

in Southern California quietly drop out of school to work days full
4.,

time as bus boys, motel maids, service attendants, grounds crews,

ride opeiators, hotel employees, perhaps with all 'good intentions of

some day completing their education at a later date, in-Adult school.

Whether these young people ever do this is questionable.

Problem Evolution

The question is rem asked, how is it that in a country where
I

local control. of education is reported to exist; public schools are

often uniformly similar? A paradox seems to exist. In a nation

of. 212,300,000 overall population with. 14, Q92, 000 secondary students,

educational needs are diverse, student time and economic restraints

vary widely from section to section and yet our educj.tional system

varies little_ from one school system to the next.

Many of the present concepts of educational sameness and
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centralization of control and supervision of the school' calendai, were

advotated by the early educational movements in the name 'of efficiency,

staandardization and centralization.

4a.As s,phools and school systems grew, in size and stature, they

also. Vegan to 'adopt More andmore of the ,bureaucratic Athic. Once

.knitiated. these influences and ideas of how, to resist change and ignore

student's needs .,while advocating system desires grew, because in
k

most cases organizations change from less to more bureaucracy
o.

as they increage in wealth, size and large-scale administration and

instructional tasks.

The efficient, centralizing 15 chool community system desired

in early education has grown to provide the framework which today

does not allow a great deal of local educational innovation or control.

The educationists have, for the most part been successful in. their

promotional efforts to build highly organized uniform schools and

instructional systems complete and functioning as if by one bell

system.

Findirig itself in much the same state' of evolutionary educational

stagnation, the Anaheim Union High School District and the authors

directed their inquiry, research and resolution to the problem of

I, 000' annual ,"no show" students: their identity, whereabouts, educa-

tional needs and desires which possibly' could be resolved by providing

1'

13
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an alteanative, night high scPiool program for students who could bene-

fit by receiving their hiigh.schooi education at night.
ti

Problem Scor

Located in Southern California, the Anaheim Union High School(

District' with a junior,' senior, and special school ''enrollment of

37,000 plus students a the largest single union high schdol district in

the state of Californi- This h' '.h .school district serwices six K-6

elementary school districts ith a combined enrollment of approximately

a, 000 elementaiy students. Composed of a large metropolitan,

suburban" and small remaining, agricultural area, its geographical

binuidaries encompass numerous service-type induistri ; businesses

and recreational facilities such as Disneyland, the Anaheim Convention

Center/Sports Arena, the "Big A" Stadium, which hosts 'both a pro-

fessional baseball and football team, Knott's Berry Farm, Los Alamitos

Race Track, attending hotels, motels, restaurants, service agencies,
11/4

shops, markets, golf courses, campgrounds, parks and ether enter-.

tainment facilities. This- tourist center and industrial complex provides

service-type

any one high

opportunities

job opportunities for students almost without equal in

school district. The nature ...of these youth employment

are in many cases as great or greater during the day as

in the evening, another suspected Cause of the school districts' "no

show" student problem.

14
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An alternative, therefore, may be an extended day (night high

school) for students in grades 10 through '12, with no '"dropout"

stigma- and a greater flexibility, which would allow full or part time

employment during the d with school at night.

Having now identified one district problem, declining enrollment

due to "mysterious disappearance", the advocates now faced several

immediate problems. These specific problems were:,

1.0 Convincing the administration, community and the

local 'board of Trustees that a night school is both

feasible and practical.
1

2.0 Having successfully identified this first problem, support

for housing, financing and staffing must be generated.

3 :0 Once these two' problems have been successfully resolved,

a curriculum must be developed which is aimed at stu-

4.0

dent interest areas plus subjects of a traditional nature

which qualify students for a high school graduation diploma

from the school district. The "traditional subjects" pre-

sent a major Eurdleiwhich must be resolved.

To develop the "interested subjects" requires an initial

approa& for identifying, contacting and interesting students-

in attending a night high school program. Researching

a profile procedure for identifying potential program can-
.

1-



didates is a high priority item. Once we have identified

7.

thne individuals ana contacted them, we can then gain some

specific insights into what they (meaning a group large enough

to generate a class) are interested in taking which is not now -

being offered; or, if offered now, is not the.way students

*would like the class to be structured'.

. The answers to these four problems' are really the basis for

our Maxi I proposal. The action' ciorriponent is incorporated in all

of the solutions to th %se problems and culminates in a prototype

'summer school program of six weeks duration. The &formation

gained from this prototype program, should it turn out to be success-

ful, will be the basis for a full-scale evening programbeginning in

September, 1975.

RESEARCH .

Who Should Be Involved

Educational researchers would agree that research involves

some kind orderly systematic approach.

Essential to that order ie the objective and detached recordi4g

, of phenomen3 so that others, simultaneously viewing the object of k

study or repeating the observations, arrive at the same finding.

More and more often parents, citizens, the Government, Board

members--even educators-- are 'beginning to hold individual e4,ucators

responsible for attaining specific results in schools.

16
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1
Educational assessment, decentralization, alternative schools,

regional occupational programs, educational audits, cost effectiVeness,

performance contracts, behavioral objectives are efforts the

governing boards and community to establish accountability in 'edu-,
cation.

As eduCators, are we' doing all we can in.relation to potential

students not attending school; approximately 750,000 student dropouts

or no shows annually. It is reasonable to assume that at som point

in time the community may hold educators responsible for "no show"

students., Then why not consider ,altprnative school programs to at-

tract and educate the for any reason" dropout?

Educators are quick to- point out that what the community or .

Board of ducation demands and holds public education accountable

for, administration and teachers often do not have the resources or

'powersto alter educational policies, practices or procedures.

Your authors contend it is unrealistic and unfair to expect

educators to be accountable for goals over which they have had only

a limited tole in setting, when they cannot develop alternative edu-

cational systeMs to accomplish the task, arid when instructional systems

and-'resources to do the job are not available. Accepting this conten-
,/

tion as a group, we agreed that whoever is to be held accountable for

student educational progress, must participate in goal se ng, in system



design, student motivation and instruction. If we are to be successful

in any alternative school plan, the classroom educator must be in-

volved in a relevant and responsible role from the beginning and this

will be a `priority recommendation in our proposal.

The Nature of Today's Secondary School Candid-ate -

Since 1950, marked changes have occurred in the secondary

school population of the United States. Not only has the total nurnbei

of enrolled students increased almost threefold, but the- composition

of the student body has, broadened as well.

The public secondary schools enrolled 5,725,000 students in

grades 9,12 in 1950: By 1972, this enrollment had grown to

14,092,000 students. At the same time, .a (significantly higher per-

centage of youth were, atte ding school. In 1950, some 76 students
\ ,

were enrolled in public and private secondary schools for every

hundred youth aged 14-1,7-in the general population. By 1972, a

broader _group attended so that 93 of every hundred youth aged 14-.17

were students.

Enrollment of virtually" all youth in the secondary schools has

modified the nature of the school population. Schools today serve the

low, middle,and upper incomes, minorities, the gifted and not gifted,

the able and disabled. Students with severe skill deficiencies in read-

ing and mathematics now pass into the'.upper grades. In addition,

18
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students with mental retardation and physical handicaps have entered

the life of the school., Remedial classes, programs in special edu-

cation, practical arts courses, psychological services have been

added -to the schools repertoire to serve these atudents.

Many changes have affected youth during the past 25 years.

One of the. more striking changes was the earlier onset of puberty.

Since 1950, the menarche has dropped about two-thirds of a year in

the United States. In the past 7Q years, the menarche has fallen two

full years. Adolescence, once- expected to begin at age 12 or .13, now

may begin as early as 10 or 11. By their sixteenth birthday most

youth today achieve a cognitive and physical capability that approximates

full 'adulthood.

The early physical maturing of-youth has been accompanied by

a number of siznificiant social changes. These include a diminishing

family influence and control, a new interpretation of the constitutional

rights of youth, a.greater mobility and affluence, a me1ia- nourished

awareness of the broader world, and a growing separation of the adult .

world from youth. The impact of these major trends 'upon youth is

of consider'able consequence. A discrete youth subculture has formed,

one set apart in many ways' from adult life. Many youth today leave

the home environment prior to high school graduation.



The Panel of Youth of the President's Science Advisory Committee .

identified certain distinctive traits of this youth sUbdulture in a

major report entitled "Youth: Transition to Adulthood", completed '
in 1973. The characteristics are defined ae followe

1.0 An inward look for models and heicaea. Youth, as a
A ...

both producers and cons ere of their culture, ire

a self- contained group. 'Consequently, youth and
N.

adults have become increasingly segregated.

2. 0 A psychic attfchr nent to other youth. As family
.

strength dwindled, yolph found emotional support

among themselves4e,. A small ,group closeness

developed,. replacing, "going steady." The

family has become peripheral to the social life

of many youth.

3. 0 A drive toward autonomy. In pressing for inde-

If

pendence, yOutir tend to reject adult authority.

Admiration goes to youth who successfully challenge

adults. The youth media, primarily films and

radio talk shows, disseminate and popularize this

outlook.

ti e .

4. 0 A concern for the underdog. While youth posses a

a

natural idealism, concern for the underdog appar-



ently comes from being -an outsider to the main -

stream
; 2iL.Ly

*Ns,* institutions of -society, the work organize-
--,

tions. This isolation tends to create a feeling of

dependency and segregation, causing resentment.
p i

. . . .

5. 0 An interest in change. An outsider has no stake in

the status quo. Youth seem inclined to stay with

their peer age group, planning changes as they

grow.

Clealy, the secondary school population reflects a new

chemistry of life.

The Panel on Youth considers the subculture and its attendant

behaviors to be'a product of the laiger social environment rather

than tin independent movement of youth.

Youth are segregated from adults by the eco-

nomic and educational institutions- created by

adults; they are deprived of psychic support

from persons of other ages, -a psychic

support that once came from the family; they

are subordinate and powerless in relation to

adults; and outsiders to the dominant social

institutions. Yet they have money; they have

21
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access to a wide range of communications

13.

O

medi% and control some; a they are rela-

tively large in number. (1:25)

The -authors suspect schools play a part in this segregation:

The thrust in secondary education over the past hundred" years has

been to- keep more- etudente:._ in school for longer periods of time.

Meanwhile, child labor laws effectively excluded youth from the

labor market. Opportunities in the adult social and business world

graclua.'lly became closed. As a conse uence, youth became thrice

segregated-'-from the working cornrnum y from other age groups

as well as by social class.

A corollary problem is the lack of avthentic work roles that

once were a part of the home life of youth. The ability of young

people to contribute to family needs has been curtailed by instant

foods, automatic dishwashers, gas-jet fireplaces, and similar

labor-saving devices. The places that once existed in the neighbor-

hood for youth participation, such as the corner store or block

improvement projects, have been diminished by bignese,, mobility,

anonymity and job specialization.

The focus in secondary schools over the past generation on

betted buildings, on modern cus,r1.cula and on a higher quality

22
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teaching Staff, all commendable reforms, failed to recognize a
.

larger world .which was gradualfr--forcing youth into holding mods

surrounded by abstract, paisive, synthetic experiences. Meanwhile

new rearing practices allowed youth greater social freedoms while
fit. 0

new interpretations of the Constitution orovided for broader legal
rights. One result of these conflicting forces has been crises

in the classroom, in the home, and on the streets.

Accordingg to the Nationalitane of, High Schools and Adoles-

cent Education, commissioned by the U. S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, society has, in the name o universal edu-

cation, "decoupled the generations." The casual and informal links

between youth and ults that in earlier years provided continuity

and stabilized values have been broken. As a result; we haVe

succeeded producing a youth society housed in an overburdened

institution excessively isolated from the reality of the community

and adult world.

Your authors agree with many educators that youth are bein

shortchanged by current educational and sociological arrangements.

Physically, today's youth mature 'early. They exhibitran intellectual

pre'cocity and social awareness unmatched by previous generations.

Yet, they are.set aside by society in general. Most are asked to

assume only minor responsibilities. Although fully ready to contribute

meg
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to the world's work, they are instructed to 'Wait ger than did, their

4.

parents or grandparents for that day of con'tri ' As one conse-
.

qu:encs of the waiting and the isolation,, youth retreats to an exotic
0,

15;

t*and ersatzsubcdlture. Society loses their talents and they, in turn,

lose the opportunity to mature through the assumption 'of responsible

roles in the home or community "work experience."

Among the psychosocial characteristics of youth are ,a full

development of abstract thinking and a high cognitive capa4bilitii.e.'

traits ser7d by traditional schooling. But other equally significant

attributes of youth are these:

a, ,drive for incldpe,ndence,

a movement toward mature personality,

an interest in career selection and preparation.

Do today's schools provide adequately for the development of the

entire range of psychosocial attributes? Your author% tend to

agree that these questions must be answered in the negative, at

least in Southern California..

Night School Candidate .

The authors found research in considerable volume which states

that school dropouts cite innumerable reason for quitting school.;

to earn money for a car, to get married, to exploit their talents

2
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in athletics, or- to go into show business. However, the real reason

in most cases .is 3.1sually to- escape the pressures created by failure at

school: -,bciredorn with dull courses, friction with teachers,

discipline, morning punctuality, the unending shame of looking stupid '

during the ''infrequent classroom- appearances. Clearly, secondary

education is not providing for today's students.'

Secondary Education - Curriculum Evolution
4

oe.

Many educational researchers indicate that the secondary school

curriculurn'sliould be redesigned and placed in a more Comprehensive

setting and time sequence. Opportunities for service and work,

serious contacit. with adult institut7ns, and experiences which span

age and ethnicity need to be a part of secondary education. Thus

schqbls would become hiss exclusively cognitive, egoistic, and

segregated by age and clture.
011

The times call for more then the simple addition of a few

courses. Rather, a new and different perspective must be brought

to bear.

The basic responsibility of the secondary qchools must be to
:

make an honest appraisal of their own limitations to serve all needs of

all youth. Where learning, br the planning or sponsorship of learning,

is not the central purpose at hand,. institutions other than schools should

provide_ jthe needed services:. Schools should not presume to be thei
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singular answer of all youth; schools cannot furnish ally services to

all youth.

Learning is not confined to the cl4ssroom, howeVer. Superior

instruction may occur in a variety of settings, both on and off the

school campus and perhaps as appropriately at night' as in the tra-

ditional day school setting.

Under this concept the school will assume responsibility for

pulling together the learning resources of the entire community as

well as deyeloping courses for classroom instruction. The authors

believe that the identification and design of learning opportunities in

the community must become a new curricular priority for the high

school at night and that the role of the school overall is to exploit.

all opportunities for the education of youth.

No-Show Student Research

In the Spring of 1974, the Child Welfare and Attendance Office

of the Anaheim Union High School District was asked by the authors
to account for students who for'"any reason" either left school by

authorized procedure or dropped school for any reason which 'would

jeopardize or delay the student's graduation from high school.

A search of records of one high school of the. eight high

school systems for the school year 1972-.73, grades 10, 11, and 12,

revealed that students were removed from the school attendance

rolls for the following reasons: (Shown in Table 1).

21
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TABLE 1

High School Student Drops - 1972-73 One High School .

A. Student transfers with record request follow-up:

31'8 moved out of state
83 moved within state -

20 intradistrict transfers, plus
48 intradistrict transfers to continuation school. (Gilbert)

2 transfers to private schools
3 transfers to adult education
6 transfers to 'juvenile hall
1 hospitalized with home teacher (long-term)
6 entering military service
1 transfer to schools outside United States
4 full-time ROP students
1 deceased
1 midterrh graduate

215 authorized recorded withdrawals .

B. Student transfers with no record request follow- up.

22 over-eighteen, dropouts
49 full-time employment dropouts
24. parent- author4ed dropouts
14 marriage dropbuts
.8 non- attendance no- shows

10 moved
2 expulsions

129
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Asiuming the 129 students whO leave one school each

year with no recorded education follow-up is a random sample

equivalent for all high ools of the Anaheirri Union High School Dis-

trict, withcight (8) high schools in operation at that time, it is reason-

able td assiime that at least one thousand thirty-two students disappear

or are lo,st to the Anaheim Union High School Distr ct each year.

If we accept this data as realsona.bly accurate, we can also

assurne)that most of these students will not complete their high school

education. . A is also reasonable to .expect, however, that some of

these "no. show" students mar reenter school or receive military

service high school credit at some later date. ,
On the basis of this research and investigation, it is the

position of the authors that efforts to solve the problem of a four

percent (4%) annual student "disappearance" is worthy of any and

all efforts to identify these "no show" students and provide some

*alternative instructional system. Carried to a logs of school-14AL-

trict revenue, four percent of 36,000 ADA at approximately

$1, 100. 00 per ADA equals a revenue loss of

$1, 500, 000. 00 per school year.

Alternative Education Forma Researched

As early as October, 1974, the authors and the Anaheim
14,

4
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Union High School District were considering some form of alternative

education program to meet the needs of "no show': students in the

community.

At about the same time the administration directed the Edu-

cational Services Division of the Anaheim Union High School District

20.

to explore the possibility of an-evening high school program for Vim-
/

plementation in the Spring of 1975 or by Septembe-r of 1975 at the

latest. This high school -at -night program was to provide an altern-

ative educational program for students who are unaccounted for or

who would soomehow benefit frpm such a program.

In the January 1975 issue of "The Word", a montl$y news-

letter sent to all. teachers and administrators of the Anaheim Union

High School District, editor Jack Brown (one of the authors) placed

a brief progress notice of the evening high school concept.

(See Figure #1.)
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Dear Educator:
A new look on the horizon...Western's

new media
center

is well worth

your visit...a
tri-level

innovation...a

library
that promotes

the new media
center

concept
in every

respect...check

this one Ott soon.
.-

A bistrict
Instructional

Media
happening(

The teacher's
laband work-

room
has been enlarged...the

textbook
department

has moved
into the professional

library
area...part

of the professional
library

has been relocated
in the quad area

of Instructional
Services.

The lab now has some
additions:

a new reader-printer

(for SMERC
users),

a tape duplicator,
a cassette

duplicator,
a slide viewer...

along
with the regular

tress,
laminator,

AVM% ,

typewriters,
e

ome to the labdurinettie
hours Qb45

a. M. to 5:00 p.m.
ft:

instructs
ndasistance

(appointments

are r(ttvittnended

- Ext.
753 or 639).

Hav
n developing

your own classroom
presentations..

giveaway
art prints

a able.

has beenapproved
by the District

Administration

Cabinet
which

would
offer a

Evening
High School...A

committee
has just completed

aproject
which

"comprehensive"

high school
program

starting
in.September

of 1975...
the school

would
run Mondays

through
Thursdays,

5:30 to 9:55 p.m.. .more
later.

Twenty-four
Hour

Opportunity
School...Plans

are-being
deve oped now

for a small
school

in the Gree.
area (Boy

Scout
Camp)

for stu4

grades
seven

and eight..4.1finited

mars
er'eper.uckgat414440yal.votelirst

time

around...plan
starts

September,
1975.

Ralph
Nader

to Keynote
Canference...as

keynote
speaker

for the

Fourteenth
Annual

California
Council

for the Social
Studies

Conference
in

Sacramento,
March

14-16,
1975...the

theme
for the conference

this year is,

"IAm a Person."
In this election

year,
issues

of campaign
reform

inflation,

the energy
criii$,

and cansuiner
protection,

Mr. Nader
should

be both kn

interesting
and provocative

speaker.

BEST.
Standa

For Business
Employment

SkillTraining...a
compentency

based,
studcnt

performance
objective

business
education

program...
piloted

at

four high schools
and eightjunior

high schople...beginning

in February...see

your business
education

department
chairperson

for details.
-

Overdue
Film Situation

Improving
.4.0%

December
1973

compared

to 2.9%
December

1974...keep
up the good work!

tio

a

a
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First Night High School Concepts Explored

In reviewing the iteraiure and available data on the, subject
I of high school programs at night, the following early concepts and

questions evolved from the authors research.

r

1.0 Philosophy: It was generally agreed that some form of

alternative education was needed (in addition to
1

Work. Experience, ROP, Continuation School, and

the North Orange County Community College District).

There was also general agreement that a philosophy

for the program in question would nee'a to be developed,

but there was no agreement as to the philosophy in

terms of its clientele. Specifically, e following were---th,

some of the concerns:

1.1 Should the night program be for all comers

or restricted to non- attenders of a regular day

i""school only?

L.2 Should there be provisions for students rho

wish to work during the day?

1.3 Should the program be for students with

special needs as determined by the local

school, teachers, and administration.

1.4 Should the program exclude the "lazy" student

3i
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who is looking for an. easy way out?

1.5 Should it be an extension of continuation schobl?

2.0 Criteria for Selection: It was generally agreed that

a set of criteria needed to be developed for the type

of young' person to be served by this program once

the philosophy of the school was determined. This

suggested to the authors that a "profile" of night students

be developed\ a

'3.0 Curriculum: There was broad discussion on curriculum

OW:

issues and there appeared4o be pros and cons on each

of the following positions:

3. 1 Completely restructure curriculum in content

and scope.

3.2 Curriculum should be the same as for regular

day prograM. C

3. 3. CurricuIu should be a cross between the

contractAdividualized instruction and traditional

pupil/teacher relation.

3.4 The curriculum. s ould be broad and take ad-

vantage of all fac es including those in the

district's graphic s department, niaintenance,

wareh6use, etc.

32
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3. 5 The curriculum should be typical of the educationally

handicapped program and be remedial in nature.

4:.0 Research Information: There was general agreement

that we undertake a research project to include:

4.1 A questionnaire to all students enrolled in the

summer night high school pilot program to as-

certain why. they attended, what their personal

problems were in attending, what they felt were
9-

the limitations of school at night, etc.

4.2 Research by the district's Child Welfare and

Attendance Office to identify dropouts, truants,

and others who could benefit from a high school

program at night.

4.3 The authors and others should visit night high 'school

programs where the program has been in oper-
,

ation to avoid "reinventing the wheel."

5.0 Personnel: There was some disagreement on personnel

composition. The main points were:

5.1 Should the teaching staff be "permanent"

rather than moonlighting hourly teachers

in order to give continuity to the school.

5.2 Should the teachers' be "core" or "lead" teachers
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to establish core classes (i. e., Math/Science,

'Language Arts /Social Studies, etc. )?

5.3 Should the teachers be EH (Educationally

Handicapped) motivated?

5.4 Will the school(s) need an administrative staff?

6.0 Time Periods: Several ideas were expressed on this

issue:
fa

6.1 If night high school is an extension of continuation

school Inecessary small high scIioel), we can gain

ADA (funding) for 180 minutes, rather than 240

minutes.

6.2 If the night program were to be handled on each

school campus with classes from 7:00 p.m. until

10:00 p.m., the small numbers of night students

might pi-event a comprehensive school Vating.

6.3 If we cut out some of the traditional daily program

(assemblies, etc.), 40-minute periods may be

better utilized. In addition, it was suggested that

40 minutes may be the limit of the attention span

\of night students.

There were many other miscellaneous items mentioned and

discussed such as tenure, politics (among day vs. night programs),
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mit

transportation, quality, guarantees that students tvould attend when

some do not attend now, funding, etc.

It was generally agreed that this f t free - and- open dialogue

with all groups was worthwhile and that th 'authors would meet again

as often as feassible with lay, teacher, an adminititrative groups.

Existing Night High School Location Search

As a follow-up to the recommendation that some existing

night high school programs be visited and observed, ERIC and

SMEI(C, two data banks, were searched as to location and nature

of night high school progiams.

It was indeed surprising to the authors that a very limited

volume of literature was available on the subject of alternative

night high school programs. Several sources contacted retrieved

from their data banks inforMation on microfiche of the "continuous

school day plan" and others. (Sample shown in Figure #2. )
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No data available to the authors specifically dealt with an

alternative comprekensive high school program at knight.

With this disappointing turn of events, the authors contacted

the California State Department of Education and were advised that

the only known night high School programs in the Western United

States were Sunset High School, Las Vegas, Nevada and

Washington Center, Pasadena, California. With this new information,

the authors programmed themselves to visit each school site.

On-Site Interviews at Washington Center

On May 21, 1975 the authors traveled to Pasadena,- California

draft'd met with Mr. 'Paul Finot, principal of Washington(Center High

School, to discuss the program at this late afternoon and eivening

high school. Washington Center being one"of the few night high school
44),*

programs in California.

The students have a shared-powers agreement with the princi-

pal in that the principal sets the academic standards and the minimum

attendance policy by which any student may receive credit in a

class. The students set the curriculum, hiring of teachers,

behavior and discipline standards, the time classes should be offered

and whether or not the principal should be rehired for the coming

school year.

The school has an enrollment of 323 students with 'a Student-

.
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teacher ratio of 1-25.- The average class size varies from 8 to 18

students per period. The 'teachers do nothing but teach. They have

no hall duty assignments, no parent- teacher organizational groups

to meet or have to work with, no grounds or restroom supervision

and no discipline control. The students have the option to "attend

class or not attend., The only restriction on attendance is that more

than three absences loses credit for the subject. They may still

attend, but opportunity for earned credit has ceased.

'Phe school operates on a 10-week module of five subjects

offered a day followed by a 3-week module in which students may or

may not attend school at all. If they choose to attend, They may take

only one subject and .it will be off-campus. Last year, student I* 1

gyouriik took trips to. `Baja California; bicycle trips up the coast

viewing and visiting art sites along the way; tours of the municipal

governMent in action; and backpacking into the, mountains. School

operates 39 weeks a year on these modules (10 weeks followed by

3 weeks).

If a student can pass a rigid comprehensive test in any given

area, credit is then given to that student for that subject:despite the

fact that 116/she may shave never attended one single class meeting.

This credit is given before the class is offered. Once it has' started,

the sbadent cannot miss more thin three meetings of the class to be

eligible for credit in that subject.
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Students attend school four days a week (Monday tilibugh Thqrs-
..

day), and teachers attend school five .day's a week. The fifth day,
I -

Friday, is used for conferences, subjeCt preparatiOn, faculty meet-

ings, etc.
a

. .
Interviews with students turned up the following perspectives:

"Excellent idea."

"Turned me back on to schooling:"

"Got me out of the drug scene."

"Kept me, from dropping out of school."

"I don't function well in the Morning."

"I can't stand more than a couple of classes a day."

"The small class sizes, plus you can leave or remain idea
is really great."

"I would never go back to a rvgular school a

Custodian perspectives:

'I
Cal.....

"The students have no directions and as 'a result the campus,
rooms and general school appearance has deteriorated."

"Students are nice but seem to lack direction and mptivation."

"There is. more cleanup work at this school than in a- regular
school setting."

Authors' Summary: cN,

Washington Center High School is fulfilling a definite felt need
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,

on the part of some 32 high school-age students who could not adjust

or cope with a traditiOnal school setting.

How successful this program will turn out to be is going to

have to be judged, by some generally accepted standard(s) after several

years of operation and subjective and objective assessment-has

taken place. The authors observed some very significant success

patterns in the area of attitudes at the time of visitation. However,
4

if the completion or gradliation record of students enrolled turns

out to be significantly low, it raises the question of what judging

standard(s) should be used.

Students who may have been turned "back on" to education may

require a time span in to their adult years to maturate and effect a

noticeable change in this area. Early judgment based on figures of

completion may not be a fair standard to apply to this program.
1111

It is a different approach and is, in the minds of the students

interviewed, achieving some success and is the "right way to go."

As years pass and changes in education take place, this program and

others of an innovative nature may well be the basis for educational

patterns of the future.

The authors did asc' rtain from this visitation research of the

Washington Center program that students in the program felt a gre'ater

personal responsibility for the school, did not object to night attendance,
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in fact, seemed to prefer school at night and many worked or had

other daytime obligations: (Audio tape and slide record of visitation

contained in Exhibit 1. )

' On-Site Interviews.at Sunset High School, Las Vegas, Nevada

Shortly_ after a preview visitation, to Sunset High School by

the Assistant Superintendent for Education of the Anaheim Union

High School District, it was proposed to the administration and Board

that to aid in communication and involvement of teachers with the

research of a night high school pr gram a committee of teachers

with one administrator be sent to Las Vegas to "see for themselves"

this type of night school program in operation. (See Figure #3. )

a

-.*Slide/Soiind presentations (Exhibit and 2) are presently located in
the Nova practicum Library
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)

ANAH}1
UNION

111011
SCHOOL

DISTRICT

, EDVCA
-FIONA!.

SERVICES
DIVISION

MEMORANDUM
May 5. 1975

h:.CEtVED

TOs

JACK
BROWN,

JIMBOLTON

JOYCE
HART,

ARTHUR
EMBREE,

LEONARD
LAHTINEN

& BARI3ARA
WILLIAMS

PROMS

LEO'ARRANAGA

SUBJECT;

VISITATIONSUNSET

HIGH
SCHOOL

TUESDAY,
MAY

13, 1975

Arrangements
have bean made

with Dr. Gary Cameron
and his staff

for you to visitSunset
Evening

High School
on Tuesday,

May 13, 1975.

Inaddition,
arrangements

have been made
for three

rooms
(double

occupancy)
at the Stardust

Hotel
in Las Vegas

for one nip. The

schedule
is as follows:

Ma.)
13. 1913

I

7 :30 a.m. --Depart
in district

station
wagon

from our dIstiict
office parking

lot

9:00 a.m. --Breakfast
in Barstow

l:30
p... -.Lunih in Las Vegas

240 p.m. --Check-dn.
Stardust

Hotel

4100 p.m. --Visit
with Dr. Cameron

in his office

(on bus
Vegas

High School
site- -

next
to new auditorium)

5:00 p.m. to 10:00
p.m. --Visit

classes,
teachers,

studbnts.

campus,
etc.

10100
p.m. --Dinner

$ :00 ism. -Room
check

-out .11 depart

9:30Lyn: --Breakfast
in Baker

1:00 p.m. --Lunch
if necessary

3:00 p.m. --Return
todistrict

office
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The authors would like to note that this visitation plan was

the result of growing apprehension on the part of teacher groups

(ASTA and AFT) as they became aware some planning and research

on the night high school program was eminent.

To assure broad teacher input in this visitation research

group, representation was requested from teacher and counselor

groups as well as one of the authors, Jack Brown, representing the

administration.

At Sunset High School, the research group (see Figure #3c

observed and interviewed students, teachers and administrators with

complete cooperation of staff and students the entire night high

school operation.

In essence this is what the committee fOund. A unique night

high school program, one that operates not in the traditional morning

and afternoon hours but in the late afternoon and early evening. Las

Vegas Suniet High School provides a complete three-year high school

program similar to that of other local high schools except for the

time of classes.

The school7s program is conducted in the building of Valley

High School, which ha's a normal ehroliment of about 2,500 students,

but Las Vegas Sunset High School is not associated with Valley in

any way except through use of common facilities and equipment.

At 4:30 p,m. , five hundred Las Vegas Sunset High School students
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begin the school day. They begin at that time not because Valley

High School is over-crowded and double sessions are necessary, but

because these students have chosen this time as the most..convenient

for them to attend classes.

The first assumption made by anyone reviewing the program is

that it must be for those who are forced to work during the day.

This assumption ,holds for some of the students, but work is not a

stipulation for enrollment. (And, 'Incidentally, the student who has

used work as an escape from school must now face his action

honestly, because he can now continue school even though he must

work during the dair.)

The school is unique in that no student has been assigned to

it; all students have enrolled in the program voluntaiily.

With this as background, it was possible- to recognize that

students were expressing a need and a desire to attend a school

program different from that traditionally offered in morning

and early afternoon hours.

It was expected that some students would wish to attend the

evening high school program to coordinate their schedule with that

of their parents, who might' be working in the 1 ae 'Vegas gambling

industry, during the evening and early morning hour's. It has been

found, however, that very few evening students fall into this Category.

Although Las Vegas is" a 24-hour town, a surprisingly small number
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of students are in any way associated with the casinos. All of the

reasons expressed by students in Las Vegas for choosing this school

are, as likely to apply in y other city or town.

One factor that encouraged planning of an evening high school

program in Las Vegas was the facility shortage, which is *expected

to become acute over the next two or three years. For years

schools across the nation have organized double- session classes

when building construction programs fell behind. But these double

sessions have been considered emergency measures which provide

a less than desirable school program. In Las Vegas, a second

schbol has opened to utilize the facilities that are occupied during

"normal" 'school hours, thus -increasing building capacity from 2,500

to 3,000 without restricting the original program.

When the concept of an evening program first advanced,

it was recognized that this would provide an opportunity for teachers

to add to their income without leaving their profession. It was also

recognized that a part-time "moonlighting" staff would not provide

the stability that would be. needed by the students. In initial planning,

it was decided that teachers who taught primarily in the evening pro-

gram would compose approximately half the total staff. The remainder

of the staff would be made up of employees who have, as their major

responsibility, a full contract in the day operation of schools within

the district. As it has developed, more than half of the program is -
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carried by teachers who have a prirriary responsibility in same other

program and who accept a one- or two-subject assignment in the

evening program.

District regulations allow employees to work for a maximum

of ten hours per week beyond' their. regular school assignments,

As a result, an instructor who its physically capable and who feels

the financial need to seek, emplOyment beyond his normal contract

may do so without leaving his profession and without wasting the

talent and training that has gone into the development of a profes-

sional teacher.

The initial planning for programs began with an outline of the,

concept and intent of the program in sufficient detail to submit to

Ithe State Department of Education for permission to apply for normal

school funding for this program. The department representatives

recognized the desirability of

approval for the 197b vpening.

such a program and gave immediate

Without fanfare or announcement, approximately two weeks

prior to the end of the 1969-70 school year, a survey questionnaire

was given to every student .whojwas expected to enroll in the senior
,

high schools of the 'metropolitan Las Vegas area. The questionnaire

explainld briefly, the intent of the program; to offer to students the

opportunity to attend classes during., the early evening hours and

asked that the ,student °indicate whether or not he would be interested
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in receiving further information About the program. It is significant

that approximately 20 percent of all students indicated an interest in

knowing more about the program. This was in no way a Ammitment

on the part of the student to enroll in the school, but was at least

indicative of the fact thaIeitudents did not reject the concept of the

school. (The present enrollnient of. 500 students represents four

perctnit of the total' district high school enrollment.)

Follow-up questionnaires were distributed to determine the
"

type and extent of the staff that would be required if the program

could be implemented. Much of the original planning had to be

abandoned'or modified as the students finally began the process of

enrollment. Course choices changed and many of the students who

finally enrolled were not those who had originally expressed an :interest.

From the information available, the authors agreed the success

the program to date has demonstrated that students are willing

to accept a course of studies outside the hours that have traditionally

been allocated for high school. Many students who have accepted this

alternative have done so at the expense of abandoning friends and

former classmates. They have been willing to -give up many.school

activities which comprise a major part of the high school

(Without' analyzing the reasons for studehts' requesting or requiring
. ,

this alternative opportunity, it must be recognized that a significant

number of students find this a more desirable and convenient time for

school attendance.
4
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Authors' Sunarnaty

Perhaps a part of the success of the evening Las Vegas High

School program resulted from a realization by the staff that students

who chose this, unorthodox schedule were sufficiently self-thinking to

help determine and design their own programs°. Perhaps it resulted

from the fact that the staff was willing to listen to the students and

design instruction in response to their needs rather than in a pre-

determined manner which was observed by the authors. Regardless

of the cause, those students who were given a chance for an educational

prtgram seemed receptiVe to the opportunity and appeared willing to

*accept the notoriety of possibly being different. (See. Exhibit 2)

Comprehensive Visitation Information and Observation Appraisal

After a complete review of both audio and visual recordings

of the Pasadena and Las Vegas visitation and a detailed inspection of

all the printed matter collected from these two night, high school

program sites, the) authors hypothized the following:

1.
.

The programs were functional and demo strated
t.

increasing on-going success and growth.

2. Both schools were meeting the needs of their unique

student bodies withlorthodox instruction and curriculum.

3. Each school was uniq a in concept which added to

their student appeal.

'Slide/Sound presentations. (Exhibit I and 2) are presently located in
the Nova Practicum Library

9
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Authois' Summary

Perhaps a part of the success of of evening Las Vegas High

School program' resulted from a realization by the staff that students

who chose this unorthodox schedule were sufficiently self-thinking to

help determine and de gn their own programs. Perhaps it resulted

from the fact that the staff was willing to listen to the students and

design instruction in response to their needs rather than in a

.deterMined manner which was observed by the authors. Regardless

of the cause, those students who were given. a chance for an educational
Ls.%

program seemed receptive to the opportunity and appeared willing to

accept the notoriety of possibly being different.

Comprehensive Visitation Information and Observation Appraisal
,

After a completereview of both audio and visual recordings

of the Pasadena and ,Las Vegas visitation and a detailed inspection of

all the printed matter, collected from these two night high school

program sites, the authors hypothized the following:

1. The programs were functional and de onstrated

increasing oxiL going success and growth.

Z. Both schools cadre ,meeting the needs of their unique

student bodies with orthodox instruction and curriculum.

3.' Each school was unique in concept which added to

their student

49
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4. Neither school seemed (tor be sacrificing basic instructional

quality or content for sake .df success.

5. Administration and faculty appeared and demonstrated

program dedication and commitment above and beyond

the normal.

6. School hours; facilities and the sacrifice of 'some day

program frills seemed to have a positive rather than

.negative effect.

7. Small student body., individual teacher/counselor/ad,

ministration attention to individual students was apparent

and seemed helpful and the students appreciated it.

With this agreed upon interpretation of the practical situation

and conditions based on inference frpm observed data, the authors

endorsed the research project to date and agreed to support and

assist with further investigation and development of a high school

at night program.

School Board Approves Concept

In April% 1975, after much input from adNinistration and teachers,

supported with research. from many sdurces including the information

collected by the authors, the Board of Trustees of the Anaheim Union

High School District agreed to endorse the concept of a night high school

program and authorize-more, detailed planning. (See Figure #4. )

w e'er
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Teh.chers' Organization Adopts Night High School Position

'Shortly after Board action, the Anaheim Secondary Tea s'

Associ whose members had 'toured the .Las Vegas night high

school with the author endorsed the program in concept; however,

they still expressed some concerns as to faculty selection procedures,

42.

teacher rights, part-time faculty pay and other procedural matters..

(See Figure. #5. ).
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Director.
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VOTE
TOTALS

ON CALENDAR
PROPOSITIONS

REDIIKTED

Host
of you

will
recall

that
the May

20 issue
of the

Newsletter

contained

a "teeroff"

ballot
which

provided
teachers-pith

the
opportunity

of giving
direction

to the
C.E.C.

relative
to the

1975-76
Calend4r.

The
ballot

provided
for

vote
on three."propositions."f

Proposition

"A" was
the

calendar,

as negot

ed by
thn C.E.C.,

which
would

bring
students

to school
on Thursday,

September

4, would
pr

id° a
one-

day
break

with
no students

in

,attendance

between
semester*,

and would
provi

e for
two "Inservice

trainin'dais

else-

....._
:.:

the
calendar.

Proposition

"8"
would

have
maintained

the
semebasic

calendar
in

1975-76
as the

one
in existence

this
year -

with
otudents

reporting

to school
on September

I, no
semester

workday,

and no
inservice

training
days.

Calendar
Preposition

"C" was
an

..pportunity

for
tem-bete

to
list a

third
alternative

to propositiona

A and
S.

rhc final
tally

was:
PropOsition

A - 1;4
votes;

Proposition

8, 110
votes;

and
Proposition

;. - 36 votes.

Pi:}SEHT1TIVE

At it

th

gular
June

meeting,

trembly
accomplished

th
following:

Represen
a

meeting
of the

year,

Adopted
the

1975-76
ASIA

Budget

Adopted
an ASIA

Position
on the

proposed
Evening

School

Determined

that
Regret:et:Cr:Live

Aahemblypeetinge,

in
1975 -

afternoons

rather
the

the
evening

g of

1975-76

A President

bill
Williamson

!..11MMit

COMMUNICATIONS

OUTLINED

d be
held

in the

President

John
Andrews:

to the

In an
attempt

to communicate

negotiations

progress
during

the
sue*er,

the
following

methods

will
be utilized:

1.
rAl*Fitesstam,

- Beginning

next
week,

you
moy

obtain
a sixty-second

taped
message

detailing

negotiations

progreth.

by dialing
the

ASIA
office

(635-1151)

between
the

hours
of 5:00

PM and
9:00

AM

;!.
SITAR

11AI1.I3CS,

- AulopATrc

'..ASIA
will

make
two

mower
railings

to ell
ASIA

members

etre
fine

-during
g;Tannurr

-"probably

one
in early

August,
And

the
second

during
the

latter
halt

of August.

3.
SUMER

HAILINC3

- YOUR
INITIATIVi

- two additional

summer
mailings

will
be made

to

c.

01'y

43,
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Teacher Organization Recommendation foi Night Hight School Program

After deliberation among themselves and also with the teacher

visitation \group that observed the Las Vegas program (including one

of the authors) the following recommendations for the Anaheim Night

High School program were developed:

Purpose - This should be an alternative high school program

primarily for students who are not ,currently enrolled in high school

and for those students who are employed during the day or who have

Special family- related problems.

Statement of Philosophy - The program shall be op6n to all students

in grades 11 and 12... and 10th graders in special circumstances.

1. The curriculum could be developed to the extent possible

to allow individualized and personalized entry/learning

levels and should also allow fcrr group discussion and

interaction.

2. Curricular units will be designed to allow variable

c edits to meet graduation requirements based on a

uartP44,14tem so that students will receive credits

for each quarter that they successfully complete a

class.

3.. The block /dad scheduling and leisure, time clusters

should be deleted in favor of a typical daily Glass

'schedule on a class period basis. This would help students

I
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undertitand in which classes they are enrolled in and make

it more feasible to hire part-time teachers for the

specific classes.

4. The'school day should he fiveu55-minute periods.

6. Students should be enrolled foi -a ;inirrturn of 175
Ile

minutes (4 periods) of daily instruction.

6. There should be A limit or control Over the .number of

ROP credits a student can earn per grading period in

accordance with regular District policy.

7. Full-time staff members should be on the same salary

schedule as day school faculties. Part-time staff

positions should be paid the wage rate paid to summer

school teachers.

8. Substitutes will be staffed in accordance with 'regular

District hiring procedures.

9. Staffing should be on the basis of the pupil/teacher ratio

used for staffing day high schools.

10. The funds for the operation of the evening school shall

be derived exclusively from the "Necessary Small

School" revenue of the District.

#

The following Additions to the At.THSD Evening High School proposal
IP

are recommended:

r--rt) t)
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1. There should be a 9%-day absence limit for each quarter.

Absences will include days missed due to late enrollment.

A student with more than 9 absences from a class will

receive zio credit for that class except in cases where a

Review Board consisting of the student's teacher, counselor,

and administrator grants a dispensation.

2. The staff should include a security guard.

3. The school should have an open, campus.

4. There should be a designated smoking area for students.

5. There should be a 34-minute lunch break between second

and' third periods.

6. Student activities should not be anticipated as students

are not likely to be interested.

7. Enrollment' procedures should, be established by a joint

teacher-administrator committee. The teacher members of

this. committee will be selected by the organizations4 >

which have participated in the inquiry into the evening

high school proposal (ASTA, APGA).

Attendance - The tentative ,hours established for the program are'

5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. , Monday through Thursday.

Graduation Requirements - 190 credits, to be earned in grades

9, 10, 11, and 12, are required for a high school diploma. Ninety

5

ar
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(90) of these credits must be earned in the following specific areas:

English 30 credits

Social Sciences 30 credits

Mathematics 10 credits

Science 10 credits

Health 5 credit's

Driver Education 5 credits

The remaining 100 credits are to be met through elective courses.

. .

History of Night _Summer High School in Anaheim Union High School
District

In early spring, 1975, it was proposed by the District "staff of 4

the Anaheim Union High School District with input from several sources

including the authors, that some programs or total school sites f

the summer school schedule being developed be offered at night.

In seeking some background on the history of night summer school,

. the authors found that Don Liebhart, Summer School Coordinator

for the Anaheim UniRn High School District, in planning Ar ,summer

school, 1974, had discussed the idea of some summer sessions at

night with assistant superintendent, Leo Arranaga, and was encouraged

to develop plans for night, summer school to be offered in 1974. In

initial research, Mr. Liebhart was advised by many teachers that

students would not choose to attend summer school at night. Some

educators stated they did not think elective courses, i.e., photo,

4
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music, art, etc. would attract or draw students at".'`night. Others

speculated that parents would object to students being out of the

home after dark.
9

To sample the validity of this early 1974 teacher response as

experienced by Mr. Liebhart, the authors discussed this subject

(summer school at night) with approximately forty (40) teachers

of the Paramont School District (the. employmrt school district of

two of the authors, Esther and Richard Caldwell). The reonse of

Paramont teachers was almost identical to that of teachers in the

Ansheiin Union High School District, to wit: teachers did not feel

students would choose to go to night school, that night (dark) was a

more dangerous time and parents would object.

However, the concept of night summer school classes was

authorized, Board approved and successfully held in summer school,

1974. Encouraged by the initial summer night school success, the

Anaheim Union High School District expanded its night course

offering fOr,surruner, 1975. Thiiy- five thousand (35,000) thirty-.

page 4" x 11" thr e- color Sumer School Schedules were mailed to

every ,student ho in the Anaheim Union High School District in May.

(See, Figure #6.)
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FIGURE #6

SUM;vIER SCHOOLS TO OPEN TWO SITES AT NIGHT

I

TWO NIGHT HIGH
SCHOOLS TO OPEN FOR

SUMMER SCHOOL

9
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Student Summer School Enrollment Respon e

With two night high school sites advertized and registration

mlerials.developed,./the authors sought permission to survey

a eampling of -night school students one week after classes were to-

begin on June 18, 1975. The authors wished to find out if students

did choose to register for night clasies and did indeed "show" for o

class. response to this comprehensive and imaginative summer

school program offering, a record eleven-thousand (11, 000) students

enrolled by the second week of classes with eleven'hundred (1, 100)

of these studtnts enrolli4 in the two night school programs. 16

It is also significant to note that 'higher percentage of night

students enrolled for full four-hour summer sessions than day 'summer

sessions.

Summer Nigh* Student Random Sar9ple Survey
414i

In the seccmdweek of the. summer sntagions, the authors.

developed a survey form and with the cooperation of the night school

principal and teachers conducted a survey of one hundred sixty- six

night session students at Anaheim High School from 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

(See Figure #7.)

Co

7""
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TABLE 2

HIdH SCHOOL AT NIGHT- _STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Grade level for fall:

7th .17 % 10.2 10th 20 T. 12.0
8th 11 5.5 11th 27.5
9th 7 4.2 12th 59 35.3

Graduate 7 4.2

Total 164
2. Sex:

Male 79 % 47.6 Female 87 % 52.4

Total 166
3. Age: (Average age 15.5 years)

12 18 % 10.9 16 35 % 21.3
13 16 9.8 17 48 29.3
14 8 4.9 18 16 9.8
15, 23 14.0

Total 164

Why are you selecting tb attend night school rather than day school:

working full-time during day "35 % 21.9
working part-time during the 36 22.5

day
must care for younger 14 8.8

brother or sister
other reason 75 46.8

\Total 16.

5. Would you be int ested in attending high school at night if it were
offered?

Yes 121 % 71? No 49 % 28.8

Total 170

6. What are your feelings about high school at night?

I like it 91 % 50.3
I think I'll like it 18 9.9
Undecided 48 26.5
I prefer day school 24 13.3

Total 181
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Survey information indicated that of 166 night 'students contacted,

52% were girls, 18% were boys. The average. age was 15'1/2 years

of age.

Of the random sample of 166 students, eleven different subject

classes were sampled; Approximately 5% of the students spoke only

Spanish. Both elective and required subject classes were included.

It was also estimated that approximately 60% of the students were

remedial (for needed credit) and 40% were elective by choice.

When asked why they (night students) choose to attend school

at night:

- 22% stated they worked full-time days.

23%- said they were working part-time days.

9% were taking care of younger brotheL and
sisters during the day while parents worked.

46% gave reasons 'like:

I like night school because it give me memore
time during the day for other thing.

don't like to get up early.

closest school to my home.

nothing else to do at night.

only time course I wanted was offered.

In response to a question: What are your feelings about school at

night?
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50% I like it.

10% I think I'll like it.

27% Undecided.

13% I prefer day school.
o

One observable night student characteristic seethe to be their at-

tendance with a purpose. Many are making up classes failed,

others are taking courses for credit, personal enrichment and en- .

joyrnent.

Some students stated they were taking advantage of special

interest courses such as photography; ceramics, qtc. because this

was their only chance. One student commented he enjoyed his night

photo class, and considered it leisure time after working all day.

At the other night site, Kennedy High School, the' mcill

popular class was driver education and training. Coed food class

was termed a great success with government, history, and math %,

classes also well attended.

The students attending Kennedy High School at night did so

for many different reasons. Some students came because they had

other things to do (work, etc.) during the day dine. The others

were attending because Kennedy was the school closest to their

home. Still others came because of particular classes (driver

education, Shakespeare, ceramics, or plastics) not offered at other

summer schools.
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From this random, sampling and survey, the authors noted

that whatever the!r reasons, it seems students do appreciate the

opportunity to attend school at night and did so in record numbers

in the Anaheim Union High School District in Summer School 1975.
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Profile of Night High School Students

The authors found that to date the direction and character of

research in the field of student profile or education-user profile

has been primarily inflUenced by the instrumental values of the edu-
,

cation profession, the availability of financial support, and the acces-

"Ability of data. Perhaps these influences offer some explanation of

the concentration of educational research on particular areas in the

field of education and the consequent ndglect of others which in this

case the authors contend is an almost total lack of flier high school

55.

student profile research. In any case, while variance in the interests

and research product of educators is not a total disadvantage to the

development of a field of study, it was a disadvantage to the authors

as little or-m educational focus has been directed to profiling a possible

night high school candidate.

Accordingly, the inventory of studiIs empirically testing

theoretically deduced hypotheses is small, perhaps an. advantage in

the case of the authors, as our profile development was, of neces-

sity, unique even to the vocabulary necessary for the development of

our semi-theoretical "profile proposition."

In an attempt ,

to conceptualize the potential night high school

student prOlile, the following statistical data was

summer night high school student questionnaire

views of night school students.

drawn from the

and authors' inter-
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Candidate will more of en be female than male. .

Average age is fifteen years and six months (15 1/2 Years).

Majority will be candidates for 11th or 12th grade.

ApiaroximatelY 50% of candidates will be working full or
pa-R:7%me during the day.

A majority of students surveyed welcome opportunity to
attend high school at night if offered.

A majority of students' surveyed stated they "liked" high
school at night. 0

Despite the fact that some of the authors hard-data profile re-

search could be considered conceptually naive, theoretically weak,

and seldom systematic, the authors are convinced that some profile

images did seem to become common rains, and from this the

authors also hypothesized the followin :

Majority of candidates will be average. student dropout or
"mysterious disappearance" student.

Some candidates will be abov - average students, actively
seeking an alternative educati e1 experience.

Some candidates will be ser ce retuaes, pregnant girls,
young mothers, or young wo ing married couples.
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SUMMARY

The purpose of the Maxi I Practicwrzuwas`teldevelop and im-\
plementa model for an alternative evening high school. This was

_accomplished and a prototype evening program was run during the

summer of 1975 at Anaheim High School in the Anaheim Union High

School District, California.

Its auccess'has set the climate fora full scale evening high

school program (plant, staff, curriculum, et al) for the school year

1975-76. It will be watched closely by other school districts in

California, and may, be the forerunner of future evening,high school

programs in California; and perhaps throughout the nation.

The most important factors, as seen through the eyes of the

authors, are that students do like the idea of high school at night,

that they will attend, and. that their parents approve of them attending

school in the evening. Without these positive responses, further ex-

pansion of a night high school program would almost preclude any

chance of success or further exploration into the concept.

It- is also the opinion of the authors that some related intra-

school district relationships and new school proCedial implementation--

difficulties are not easily predictable in specific de tail. ut must be

anticipated and dealt with as a full-scale night high school program
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is 'made operational.

Traditional offerings seem to have as much night

program student appeal as high-appeal enrichment course offerings.

This would indicate the night school program should be relevant to

basic student graduation requirements.'

Active group discusions with teachers/students/patrons in-

volved in night program development and needs assessments are

recommended to. be utilized and promoted for maximum input and

relevancy.

Total prQram research and summer night high school pilot

Program assessment to date, including all hard and soft data,

. assessment and evaluation would tend to support and encourage some

attempts to activate high school at night programs.

Students, teachers, parents, community people, the press and

Board of Trustees have all expressed.their approval of the program

and would seem likely to support further expansions into high school

at night programs.
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CONCLUSIONLUSION

Rationale

The four major tasks faced by the authors, namely researching

the question and convincing the teachers and other decision makers

of the Anaheim Union High ,School.)3istrict that an evening high school

is-needed, feasible, practical and desirable; gaining support for

hoUsing, financing and staffing; developing a; curriculum; and research-

ing, 'developing, testing, and 'putting into operation a profile prOcedure

for identifying potential night high school students have all been ac-

complished.

The null hypothesis that a need 'exists. for an alternative evening

high !3 chiSol has shown a positive correlation and plans are now being
.processed for a full-scale expansion of this innovative program during

the 1975-76 school year in the Anaheim. Union High School Distilc\

Recommendation

The- success of the summer school 'prototype alternative eVening,

high school program,' initiated at two high schools during the summer

of 1975, indicates a definite; positive base lar'inaugerating a full-

scale evening high school program in the Anaheim Union High School

District (in California) for the 1975-76 school year.

The future major, needs t9 'be in three areas: (1)" find-

inn the students, recruiting them, and inducing them to enter the
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evening high school program; (2) operation and development of the

school and its buildings as a vehicle to retain these recruited stu-

dents for a period of time (hopefully through graduation) and pre-

vent further dropouts and mysterious disi.ppearances; and (3) the

construction and administration of a curriculum which will attract,

help hold, and provide students with the education and skills they

need to be positive contributors in adult life.

0
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FOOTNOTES

1 University of Chicago Press, 1973, p.25
Youth: Transition to Adulthood
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NOVA HIGH. SCHOOL
(Evening High School)

ANAHEIM UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
301 North Gilbert Street

ARTHUR BOSNA, principal

Anaheim, California 92801

November 20, 1975

Sam 0. Kay lin
Practicums Department
National Education Department Program
Nova University
C011ege Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

(7141 821-8400

RE: Maxi I practicum observation of NOVA candidates--Jack Brown,
Esther Caldwell and Richard Caldwell.

Deart.Dr. Kay lin:

Th Learnin;
Climate

As requested in your Maxi Practicum Observer instructions, I am taking this
opportunity to communicatewith you to advise your office of the following:

1. I have obterved and monitored the three practicurn candidates
on several occasions over the past seven rnonts.

Each participant has in my opinion equally shared in the practicurn
. total development.and write-up.

3. In my \pkofe's s ional revieWOf-their efforts apd recommendations I
feel they have most adequately addressed the education problem
and achieved, their project goals.

f

In, conclusion, let me say this work has already had significant educational im-
pact locally, and is a worthy contribution to education.

As an infolrmation item, the Anaheim Union 1-1i,gh School District Board of Trustees
at their meeting of November 13, 1975 officially elected to name our new night
high school, Nova High School. This name was one of several submitted by myself
and staff for consideration.

This practicum observer role has been interesting, and I wish these_ candidates
the best/4n their degree efforts.

titk
ARTHUR BOSNA

?ok

cc: Jack E. Brown
Richard and Esther Caldwell . 74
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October 17, 197 5

Sam 0. Kaylin
Practicums Department
National Ed. D. Program For Educational Leaders
Nova University

Dear Mr. Kaylin:

I have met with the authors of this Maxi I Practicum a number of times
as they worked on their model for an alternative evening high school.

They have put in what I consider to be a maximum effort in this regard.
Just getting the Anaheim Union High School Board of Trustees to approve
the prototype and vote expenditures for a summer school program was a
master accomplishment and certainly woq1y of mention to you.

Their practicum is a thorough, professional piece'of work which may have
some far reaching effects in California during the next few years.

It is my professional opinion that the practicum did a eve what it set
out to achieve and that its implementation and acti onent.was very
significant. If they pursue this area into a Maxi II acticum I feel
that a major contribution into education of youth will have been. made.
16 all of the work, written and experimental, that has taken place in
education regarding dropouts and mysterious disappearances over the years
I feel that a change in curriculum and this area of an evening high school
are two that hold.the most promise for the future.

I wish them luck and will be watching the program as it continues to expand
with interest and a wish for continued success. There are so many complex
problems inherent in early school leavers that no one approach appears to
be the total answer. Innovative programs such as this one are no doubt
part of the answer.

I've enjoyed being a part of this practicum and wish them luck in their
endeavors.

cerely,

nut 44r),L,,'

Leonard Bacon, Ed.D.
Assistant Superintendent
Instructional Services

cc: Mr. Jack Brown
Mrs. p3ther Caldwell
Mr. Richard Caldwell 7'



Anaheim Union High School District
501 Crescent Way Post Office Box 3520 Mandm, California 92503 1 (714) 956.6550

SPECIAL YOUTH SERVICES

October 20, 1975

Sam 0." Kaylin
Practicums Department
National Education Department Program
Nova University
College Avenue.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

Dear Mr. Kaylin:

The, Learning
Climate

The time has come to report to NOVA on the progress and completion of what
I consider a worthy project by three of your Maxi candidatesBrown and the
Caldwells.

It has been my pleasure to observe these candidates on several occasions, both
as they participated in early subject research, program development footwork,
and recording and write-up phases.

As a practicing psychologist for the Anaheim Union High School District, I have
been keenly aware of the efforts and contributions of these three people in the
initial success of their_ efforts to promote and establish some night instruction
in the. Anaheim Union High School District.

The problem component chosen by the authors was almost virgin in nature, and
, they worked hard to establish a need, sell the solution as proposed and developed
by them, and have been instrumental in causing the Anaheim Union High School'
District to financially and philosophically support a full night high school program
in this school district, starting in the Fall of 1975.

In my opinion, all three participants equally shared in the total problem solution.

This practicurnis a worthy professional effort, which has already shown signs
of imp oving our educational system.

I would"be happy to discuss my positive and gratifying experiences with these
candidates if yoti feel it necessary. Please do not.hesitate to call.

Sincerely yours,

"-------7/7,11 . ,-. , .z. -- t ie,...
MARY M.6LEAN, Ed. D.
District Psychologist

cc: Richard and Esther Caldwell
J*ck E. .BrOwn


